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Office of the Ombudsmen
Level 7
70 The Terrace 
Wellington 6011

11 September 2017 

Re: Complaint 42xx2x, under the Ombudsmen Act 1975, and request 
for a review under Part 5 of the Official Information Act 1982, 
regarding the Health and Disability Commissioner’s decision to 
withhold letters dated 29 Jan. and 04 June 2015

Dear Ombudsman Mr Donnelly, dear staff at the Office of Ombudsmen

[1] Thank you for your letter dated 8 September 2017, providing me with your provisional opinion 
on remaining complaint matters processed by your Office under your file reference 42xx2x. I 
note that another part of this complaint, which I first raised with my letter dated 9 March 2016, 
that related to a separate letter held by the Office of the Health and Disability Commissioner 
(HDC), dated 16 August 2010, was already dealt with in your letter of 29 June 2017. And yet
further issues, relating to a phone log, created by an HDC Assessor on 9 August 2011, had 
been referred by your Office to the Office of the Privacy Commissioner (OPC), who has - in my 
view - unreasonably and unfairly dismissed that matter as not requiring an investigation. As 
the Privacy Commissioner’s General Counsel has on 14 July 2017 refused to confirm and 
make available remaining information their Office holds on me - in relation to that aspect of my 
complaint (see your reference 42xx2x), I was urged to file yet another complaint with your 
Office on 4 August this year, which has so far not been responded to. 

[2] While my original complaint (under your reference 42xx2x) about the HDC’s withholding of 
specified information, that I had requested under both the Official Information Act 1982 (OIA) 
and the Privacy Act 1993 (PA), goes back to 9 March 2016, the particular matters you have 
now responded to, were raised by me in a letter dated 12 April 2016. That letter had then 
been added to the other existing complaint under your reference 42xx2x, as I had suggested. 

[3] I read that you have by now been informed that the two particular letters, of which I had 
requested copies from the HDC (on 13 March 2016), one of the HDC dated 29 January 2015, 
and the other of the Medical Council of New Zealand (MCNZ) dated 4 June 2015, were since 
then provided to me in redacted form by the MCNZ. That information that appears to have 
been disclosed to you by the HDC, and which may also have been confirmed to you by the 
Privacy Commissioner, is correct. I regret that due to this complaint having taken so long to be 
assessed and investigated, I saw a need to take separate actions in relation to what 
information the HDC had withheld from me, by seeking personal information from the MCNZ, 
later also with the assistance of the Privacy Commissioner. 

[4] The MCNZ was in this case a bit more forthcoming than the HDC, in providing the letter by 
former Deputy HDC Theo Baker to the MCNZ, dated 29 January 2015, to me in redacted form, 
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together with copies of other documented information the Council holds on me. The MCNZ
initially withheld their letter of 4 June 2015 to the HDC, but it was eventually also made 
available to me, as in this incidence the Privacy Commissioner took appropriate action and 
advised the MCNZ to release that correspondence also, of course in redacted form. 

[5] As I was from the outset not fully aware of what exact pieces and volumes of correspondence 
and information had been referred by the HDC to the MCNZ, as first indicated in the HDC’s 
Senior Legal Advisor’s information confirmation dated 7 April 2016, I could not know that the 
former Deputy HDC Ms Baker had also sent other complainants’ information to the MCNZ -
alongside my complaint information. All I knew from the letter by Ms Sxxxxxxx Axxxx at the 
HDC was that some information relating to Dr Hxxxxxx had been included. As he was already 
known to me, and as I considered that information about him, in relation to complaint 
C12HDCxxxxx, would not need to be withheld or refused, I felt the HDC did not provide a valid 
enough reason to use section 9(2)(a) of the OIA to withhold copies of the two letters. 

[6] Furthermore, when I later insisted on the Office of the Privacy Commissioner to also advise 
the MCNZ to make available some unspecified ‘other information’ it was withholding, I 
expected only such ‘other’ information that was held on me, or in relation to me and the 
referred complaint matter, to be made available to me. That would not have included personal 
information on any other persons, who may have been mentioned. So I never expected that 
any personal information belonging to any other persons, except perhaps Dr Hxxxxxx’s (only 
in relation to the complaint matters), would be revealed or released to me. 

[7] In your provisional opinion on the remaining complaint matter, you have clearly differentiated 
between my personal information, to which I should have a right of access to (under the PA), 
and information the HDC may hold in relation to other persons, which needed to be 
considered under the OIA. As you may know, the MCNZ has about seven months ago 
provided me with the remaining information to which I should according to the Privacy 
Commissioner have had access to, which was in the form of a redacted copy of their letter to 
the HDC of 4 June 2015. The letter by the HDC to the MCNZ, dated 29 Jan. 2015, had been 
provided to me in the first instance, with other persons’ information blackened out. 

[8] As my information requests to the HDC were made both pursuant to the OIA and the 
PA, I had considered that the HDC should in any case have seen a need to provide me with 
my personal information, contained - or referred to - in both letters. The HDC should have 
realised that the particular documents could and should have been presented to me in 
redacted form, without compromising the privacy interests of other persons mentioned in 
them. Yet the HDC’s Senior Legal Advisor did not act accordingly, and hence acted in breach 
of Principle 6 in the PA, by refusing me access to my personal information, while no 
convincing enough reason - as otherwise available under Part 4 of the PA - was provided. 

[9] Given an earlier decision you made re complaint 42xx2x, to refer one matter pertaining to a 
phone log kept in the HDC’s complaint file C11HDCxxxxx to the OPC to deal with, I presume
you would have done the same with this complaint about the HDC in relation to my personal 
information. While that action was not taken, I would have thought, you would at least have 
acknowledged that the HDC should have taken action pursuant to section 6 and Principle 6 in 
the Privacy Act, and provided me with redacted copies of the requested letters in the first 
instance. That would have avoided that this matter is still being dealt with by you to this day.

[10] As the actions - and also some inactions - by the HDC under the Memorandum of 
Understanding with the MCNZ have also created other issues, including that about incorrect, 
misleading information having been referred, and I (and others) as complainant(s) not having 
been notified at any time, which I raised with a separate complaint under reference 43xxxx, I 
hope that those matters may also soon be resolved. Of some relevance to considerations to 
be made in regards to that complaint may also be concerns that I raised about the Privacy 
Commissioner’s actions and decision - presented to you under your reference 44xxx4. 

[11] Therefore I will accept your provisional opinion in relation to the parts of information that could
correctly have been withheld by the HDC under section 9(2)(a) OIA, and that had already
been withheld by the MCNZ, under section 29(1)(a) PA. But I would at the same time 
appreciate your decision on whether the HDC acted appropriately or inappropriately 
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when withholding the whole letters from me, while redacted copies would not at all 
have unreasonably interfered with the privacy interests of any other persons. I trust that 
after having discussed relevant details with the OPC, you will be able to give your opinion on 
that aspect, or otherwise invite the Privacy Commissioner to make a decision on this. 

Yours sincerely

Xxxxxxx Xxxxxx

Attachment to email carrying this letter (1 PDF file):

1). ‘Ombudsman, complaint 42xx2x, HDC, OIA + PA info rqsts, prov. opinion, reply, X. Xxxxxx, 
11.09.2017.pdf’.
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